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Cavern Crumblers is a competitive game of reactions, precision, and explosive destruction that provides a great couch gaming
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I'm sorry, I want to give this game a good review but I can't. It has the worst GUI of any game I've ever played, and I can't even
seem to figure out how to start a game with more than one player. On top of that, exiting a game literally just restarts it. There
are so many bugs and problems it's almost impossible to get to the actual gameplay, which is sub par due to extreme lack of
customization. There is barely any gameplay that can be changed. The graphics are pretty bad, and the different characters are
the exact same but with different colors. The audio/music is equally bad. EDIT: Hello again. I'm sorry for leaving such a
negative review, as in the way things were worded. It was pretty rude of me. It seems you've updated the game, but I could be
wrong. Thank you for your response, the GUI is still not very good but I can actually get into the game now. The music is less
repetitive, but the graphics are still very basic. The movement feels pretty floaty which is nice, but doesn't feel like there's quite
enough control, for example when you jump to the side and stop moving in that direction, you continue moving that way until
you hit the ground. There are just a few weird things about the game still, for example when the first player joins he is
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automatically player 4. I don't understand why this would happen. The game also seems a bit repetitive, and there aren't very
many interesting mechanics. I'm very glad that you responded, and I'm sorry for being so rude. Good luck on your next game, or
on more updates for this one.
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